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Intro to ERModernD2W
 
Man:  ...is a bit of an overview. ERModern look was built on request of Mike and was sponsored by the iTunes music group, so they are responsible for its existence. But it's based on a bunch of ideas I've had, and a bunch of looks that I've built for our internal work. This is probably four iterations of looks that have been distilled down into this one. There were a few things that I wanted to accomplish with it. One of them was to get rid of the table based layout that is common in all the old original looks. Also make it fairly easy to style for someone who was coming to it new.
Then introduce some pragmatic use of Ajax, so where Ajax could really benefit in the user experience without making the rules overly complicated or the templates themselves overly complicated to do so. There are some things in Ajax that you're not going to be able to do easily in a template based system, so I wanted to fit Ajax in where it made sense.
Let me start by kind of walking through the look as it stands. The navigation here is supplied by ERX Navigation Menu out of Wonder, and I guess some of the assumptions that I made. One, you're using Wonder. Everything that this thing touches uses Wonder. It uses the Ajax framework in Wonder to supply the Ajax behavior.
What are some other assumptions? It assumes that Java script is on. So, those are some fundamental assumptions.
I developed the entire thing using Safari and Firefox. I've tested it with IE7, and it seems to work without...and I tweak some of the CSS so that the layout doesn't break horribly. But it hasn't been extensively tested, so I'm expecting that when people actually start using it I'll start getting bugs and patches for IE7 support in greater...I'm not at all interested in trying to support IE6 and earlier.
Some of the other assumptions I made were that I wanted to make sure that the look supported both WO54 and WO53, so it does. You should be able to use it in any of your projects as long as you're using a fairly modern version of WO, and so the latest version of WO53 or 54 should work fine.
I'm going to start by just giving you an anatomy of a Direct to Web page, so that when I'm talking about stuff you'll know where it is and whether it's in the application layer in one of the Direct to Web frameworks, et cetera.
To begin with, the blue border is showing you that that component wrap around the whole page. It's called the Page Wrapper and that comes from the application. In the ERModern movies demo it's a Direct to Web application, and the Page Wrapper is one of the components that you have access to. That's a standard web objects component, you edit it however you like.
I tried to create the movies demo in such a way that you could take that demo application, swap the model out from underneath it, change the navigation settings, and be able to use it for anything you want it to do.
But the page wrapper gives you an indication of how you bring resources in. The page wrapper has a component in it that allows you to do rule based CSS style sheet references, so you can say, depending on what page type I'm on, I want a different set of CSS resources. You can do that kind of stuff. So, that's the page wrapper.
The next component also at the application level is this, and this is the menu header. The menu header is going to be replicated across all your pages. Normally that's where your navigation's going to sit.
The menu header for the demo application also has this little chunk of navigation stuff here that has a link to the home page and a logout button, and a link that goes absolutely nowhere, so you can do with that what you will.
Navigation as I said is supplied by ERX Navigation Menu, which is in turn controlled by a P list in the application. So...yeah?
That's a good question, because...no. If all you're going to be doing is doing CRUD editing of your model, then having it be pure Direct to Web is probably fine. But oftentimes what we find is that the navigation doesn't always just point at stuff that is model based. Oftentimes you have other pages or links out of the application, or any number of things.
The ERX Navigation Menu is a lot more flexible that way, so you're not locked in to just doing Direct to Web stuff.
A Direct to Web application is an application that uses Direct to Web. It is not solely a Direct to Web application. Oftentimes you'll do hybrid bits.
Setting up the navigation menu is handled by this navigation menu P list, which essentially starts at the top, identifies a root and the children, so these are those top level tabs, and then you can drill down from there. It's very flexible. You can have conditional lists of what your root tabs are going to be based on external conditions, all sorts of stuff.
So that's the menu header. Inside we have the actual page itself. This is whatever Direct to Web page is currently being worked with. That will be determined by where you are in the application, what the rules say. So, actually let's go in and look at something. Let's go look at an edit page.
This is an edit page for a movie, so let's tunnel down on this one. This is our page, and in this instance it's a ERMod tab inspect page, and as the name implies it actually has tabs. It could also be an ERMod inspect page that doesn't have tabs, and it depends on how you set your rules up.
Inside of this, we have the tabs themselves, so this is a tab. This isn't a separate component, it's a section within the tab inspect page. Inside of that we have a repetition, so in this instance it is a ER inspect repetition, or inspect page repetition I think.
This is where the heavy lifting starts to happen. What a repetition does...and there's different types. There are inspect repetitions and there's list repetitions and there's query repetitions, and what they do is they look at the rules and for the given entity that you're looking at or entities they ask what property keys do you want to display. Then they iterate through them.
If this was a table, each one of these would be a repetition wrapped around a table showing each of the properties that you wanted to display for a movie. In my look, because there are no tables this is actually a P tag or a div, and then this is separated up into a label and additional divs inside that allow you to style and position things the way you want. I'm getting a bit ahead of myself.
This is a repetition. A repetition is then broken up into sections, so that's a section. The section is where you get into the individual attributes or property rows within the repetition, and that's broken up into a label portion. In this case the label was supplied by ERM D2W property name.
Then you have the property component, or the property level component or attribute component. In this case it's probably ERD2W edit string.
So, that's basically how all Direct to Web pages work. You start at the top and you have the wrapper components that come from the application. Then you go down further, you get into the page template that is supplied by it through the rules. Inside that you're going to have a repetition. Inside that repetition you're going to have a label component. Beside that you're normally going to have a property component.
That's correct. [pause] Yeah. Everything else is coming from templates that are coming out of the frameworks and the rules are determining what templates get used in what situation.
We can see an example of that. This is an edit studio view. One of the things that I always found limiting in the default Direct to Web looks was relationship editing. Basically, you had some view relationship property level components and some edit relationship property level components which essentially were if it was listed to one you could have a browser or a pop‑up list that you could select.
If you wanted to do anything more complicated, you wanted to be able to create a new related entity or you wanted to be able to search for an existing one, then you had to jump out to an edit relationship page and it was just really butt ugly and just awkward. Most models end up being you have a few root entities and then a bunch of related stuff so you might have a person and they may have an address. You spend most of your time working with the person and you want to add an address or you're in the address and you want to add phone numbers.
You don't want to have to jump out to another page to manage the array of phone numbers. You want them to be right there and you just want to click a button and say add.
One of the limitations of classic Direct to Web is you can embed all sorts of different pages inside one another so you can embed a list page inside an inspect page or a list page inside an edit page but you couldn't do the same thing for an edit relationship page. Edit relationship pages weren't embeddable. In the new look and using the new modern frameworks, you can now embed edit relationship pages which now makes the ability to do stuff where you've got a relationship like this, now you can edit and inspect any of the objects in the relationship, you can remove them if you want.
You can also create new ones or search for and select existing ones without ever leaving the page, which I think is really nice. For that to work, yeah, you need to have Ajax enabled. You could do it in‑line. I actually don't know how that would work. You can turn all the Ajax off and it'll go OK, I'm going to do the same thing only with page refreshes. I haven't tested whether the behavior's actually going to work the way you expect it to. You'd be doing full form submits rather than partial ones.
Having said that, you have control over whether you want this to happen in‑line or whether you want it to go to another page. The rules will control that. If you want to edit a relationship and when you click the new button you actually want to jump out to another page, do your creation, and then come back again the rules support that and the components support that, too. It comes down to what you think is best for the use case that you're looking at.
This is one way of displaying a to many relationship, but you can also have this be a standard table view just like the list of movies would be, like one of these things where you have sortable headers and all that kind of stuff. This demonstrates the power of Direct to Web in that I can bring a rule file in here and I've got three rules that govern the behavior of this little chunk here and they say if the edit configuration is edit relationship embedded movie this bit here is an embedded page. It's an embedded edit relationship page looking at a movie. Movies are the destination entity of this relationship.
If we use little D2W link in this control block it'll actually show you a bunch of debug information so you can see that this is edit relationship embedded movie. Sometimes the styling does weird things. You can take a look and see that this component here is actually an ERD2W edit number and this one over here is ERD2W edit string. Great when you're building stuff and you're not quite sure what you're looking at.
Anyway, page configuration equals edit relationship embedded movie. The [inaudible 17:21] , a repetition component name is ERMD reduced list page repetition. This is a special repetition so it's a list repetition but instead of being a table it's just an embedded UL with the attributes that you specified you want to display and another one with the set of actions that are available for each of those objects.
You can say that I don't want buttons here, I only want it to be displayable or I only want an inspect or I only want to delete, whatever. You've got full control over that.
You show this to your client, your client says no, I want that to be a full table because I don't know what this means. I want a header for that, I want to be able to sort it. You can just go into your rules and we're going to turn off three rules, save this, and then I can refresh the page. Now I don't get everything that I need because the underlying display group is stuck with the original batch size that was set. If we jump out and then jump back in again we'll get our pagination controls.
It's real easy to say I want to switch what components are displaying and hence the behavior of my app by setting some rules. What I try and do when I write my rules is write rules that are at the general level first, so cover the largest number of cases, and then go in and get more specific. Other kind of rules that you have, or if the entity name is studio then I want to change the order in which these properties are displayed, so I want it to be named "Budget" and then "Movies."
So I'll turn that rule on, and then, again, refresh the page, and then it moves that around. If I didn't want to display movies here at all I could remove that as a property and it would...just wouldn't show that relationship.
So this page is an instance of an inspect page, not a tabbed inspect page, so it doesn't have the tabs. Other types of pages are, for instance, this. This is a wizard create page that it takes the sections that will be tabs if you were displaying a tabbed inspect page and turns them into steps so...well, I definitely supply that title so it gives me validation stuff. So now when I click "next" it takes me to the next tab, etc., etc.
What else...this is a "to one" edit relationship component that uses a type of head search, and there's a bunch of controls that you have. So right now it's set that it doesn't start showing you options until you've entered three characters. You can control that through the rules. You can specify additional qualifiers so that you add...it adds an "and" qualifier to everything that you search. You can supply it with a list of choices that you want it to be able to pick from.
This entity is dirty indicator...oh, yeah, right, there's a bug in the model. Sorry. Return. Yeah. Bar tab, bar select, so...let's go fix that studio. Let's give Apple a budget, because otherwise it's going to complain. That's probably not enough because their earnings just came in, right?
Um...huh. Yeah. So we probably want to get rid of that in our list, and I'm not sure why it would show that. That's funny. But the AJAX ability to change the number of batch items, AJAX paging...and the AJAX paging works in a bunch of places. New date editor widget, AJAX switching between tabs...yeah, so that's...I think that's probably it as far what the look does and how it looks.
Let's go take a look at...can you see this text? Is it big enough? Right. OK. So we've been looking at the movies demo, which is an application and, yeah, if you look at the source, what's actually in here, that's it. There's a main component, which is just the login form, which in some ways is one of the components I'm the most proud of. It's actually a decent‑looking login form.
If you had seen any of the default Direct to Web login forms they were all hideous so [laughs] , anyways...that login form, you can take it and almost make it work. There is no session created on that main component. It uses direct action for login. It's stubbed in there.
Obviously you need to do your logic, but there's an error message all ready to go in there, and there's placeholder ivars with accessors for the username and password so if the user gets it wrong you can set those values and return the main page again. So just one of those things that's always bugged me is that every application you ever created in Direct to Web gives you a main page that generates a session whether you want one or not, so here, this is how you do it right.
There's your menu header. Not a lot in it. There's a logout method, the home action method, which actually I don't even think it's called anymore because that's all handled by the navigation, and there's just one method that returns the navigation context that the navigation menu needs, which, basically, just goes and find out whether I'm currently sitting in a D2W page and gives it the D2WContext, and the D2WContext is like this.
I don't know. It's the access to the brains of D2W. The context is what gives you access to all the rulemaking, all the rule decision information and current state and all that kind of stuff. But it also informs the navigation.
Then there's the page wrapper. Again, not a lot of logic here. We get the D2WContext using very similar logic, and we get a body class which is, basically, just creates a class based on the current page configuration, which is something like "edit movie," or "inspect movie," or "query movie," or something, and then append body to it, and that ends up begin attached to the body tag.
Where all the heavy lifting happens for navigation as far as your actions is in a navigation controller which is referenced from the sessions so lazily instantiated or initialized in the session so when you ask for a nav controller if one doesn't exist, it gets created, and it has some helper methods like "new object for entity name," query page for entity name," and then a bunch of navigation methods that the navigation menu reference. So you see they all say session, nav control or home action, session, nav control, or query movie action, and those are also applied by the navigation controller.
So really you could take this movies demo, make a copy of it, modify the navigation menu P list and the navigation controller and have it work for pretty much any model that you wanted to throw at it. And I haven't commented this particularly well, but I think it's all pretty straightforward stuff. So that's the movie. Sorry. The movie demo. So that's a pretty thin wrapper around the rest of the stuff where all the good stuff happens.
So we'll start with the look itself, and the look has all of the page templates that you're likely to use in your application, so we looked at the wizard creation page. That's the one that has those steps, does invalidation in between the steps, and there's a "tab inspect" page. That's the one that an inspect or edit page and has tabs to break up your stuff.
A query page, that's a search page for an entity. Query entities page is kind of like the default home page for any direct web application, though I'm not sure how much people actually use it. It's the ability to query across multiple entities so you can supply the user with search movies and...or, not and, but search movies or search studios, or search whatever.
I'll just pick out the most common stuff. List page, inspect page...there are additional ones, and not all of these have I modernized fully just because a) there was no need to. So, for instance, in anything that's an xml page that's not going to be user phasing so I didn't need to modernize the html for it.
Grouping list page, I just haven't tested that. I've modernized the html, but I've had no need to test it. And a grouping list page is to have lists that are grouped by a value in the entities in those lists.
This is the edit relationship page, and this is the one that probably took the most work. Most of the others inherit from their counterparts in ER Direct to Web, so ER mod wizard creation page inherits from ER D2W wizard creation page in the wonder frameworks. ER edit relationship page, however, just extends the default kind of base, ER D2W page, just because it behaves on the inside considerably differently than the standard editor relationship pages.
It also implements a new interface that didn't exist before. When you tunnel down into the components you'll find that they all use a D2W switch component to decide at various key points in the components what thing is going to be displayed here for a property level component, or any time that you rule as you specify something different, the ER D2W switch component is what switches the correct component into place.
And D2W switch component allows for a certain number of bindings, and it's a limited set.
Master object and relationship key was one of the bindings, but it was never implemented anywhere, so this interface specifies how you pass in a master object in relationship key. Because the D2W switch component expects there to be just one parameter for the getter and setter, so I had to make a decision as to how I was going to pass those in.
I had two options that came to mind. One would be an array, with the master object and relationship key as members of that array. Or I could have used a detail data source. I picked an array just because it's easier to create. You could create...it sticks half a dozen, I think. But I went with the array.
This allows you to now embed theater [?] relationship page in other pages, and be able to pass the master object and relationship key into it and gain all the benefits from there.
There was a ton of work to actually get it to work when it had inline edit or query or inspect components running inside it, just because it didn't expect that to happen. So there's a bunch of caching stuff that needed to be cleaned up, and things like that.
So, that's what makes up the look. The look is made up of those large page level components. There are some reusable components that are used in multiple places in these page level components. They're in the look as well.
But once you get lower than the page level, everything else comes out of the modern Direct to Web framework. The modern Direct to Web framework is really just modernized versions of the various property level components that needed some TLC, and come from the ER Direct to Web framework.
There are action buttons, which are those buttons that you would see in a list of objects, or beside a edit relationship component or something like that. There are delete buttons and edit buttons, inspect buttons and remove related button, and select button.
One thing about the buttons, the buttons are actually all hyperlinks with a little bit of Java script in a hidden form field to submit the form. All of the clickable elements can all be styled the same way.
So my view on the styling and the CSS was to make it as easy as possible for someone coming at this thing to figure out how everything worked as far as structure was concerned, and look at existing style sheets and decipher what was going on.
The problem I find with a lot of stuff is that it's designed for clean HTML, but it often ends up with dirty or fragile CSS, and I didn't want to go there.
I used the technique that's loosely called object oriented CSS, which means that classes are the primary selector for identifying elements on the page, and most of the elements on the page have multiple classes.
So, a button. Let me see whether I can find a...yeah. You can't actually see here but I'll go and inspect a... We look at the button, this is the class for the button. It's a button, an object button, and a query object button.
It means that you can have CSS that sets the base styles for all buttons, and then you get more specific depending on what the button's function is or where it exists. So an object button is a button that is associated with an object, so it's going to be in a list of objects. Versus a page button or a dialogue button, which are at the page level or in a dialogue. Then this is a query object button, so it's a button that's being used to perform a query.
You can see a similar thing if we inspect this one. Same kind of thing, class, button. Again, it's an object button because it's associated with an object, and it's an edit object button.
So when you go tunnel into the CSS, default styles for buttons are specified with the button selector, and then default styles for object buttons are specified in the object button. Then if we need to call out one type of button over another, then you can do that by saying, well, edit buttons should be blue whereas default buttons are gray. Or, delete buttons should be red, and the inner span should be hidden. Versus...you know, that kind of stuff.
If you take a look at the source of any of the pages, you'll see that that kind of technique is...let's see whether we can find...yeah. So there are more buttons. We have an action cell, which is this side or this side, in our table. List pages are the only pages that have a table on them, because they have tabular data. Nothing else has tables.
We have a left action cell, and we have a right action cell, and then inside that, we have a UL of the actions. These buttons are in a UL, that's an action list. We've got a left object action list and a right object action list.
The whole point of styling, or applying classes that way, is so that you can get as close to the element that you want to style as possible. With a name, without having to identify something by its position relative to other elements on the page. So that, if I take this button and I copy and paste it somewhere else, the styles are going to continue to work. Because, they aren't based on this button's position, relative to other things on the page. Which makes it easier for someone who's coming in and doesn't have any idea of the structure of the page. It makes it easier for them to style.
My other thought was, because the HTML is machine generated, from templates, I'd rather have the HTML be a little bit cluttered with CSS classes, than the CSS file itself, which is likely to be edited by a human, and have to be maintained by a human.
The other thing I did was, I took the...If you look at the look framework itself, you'll notice there are no web server resources. They all live in a separate framework called the skin. The skin has all the CSS files, and all of their associated style resources. So, all of the images, and they are all referenced from within the CSS.
There are no images being displayed on the page, unless the images are coming from content. Unless they're coming from within your entities themselves. As far as style resources are concerned, they're all images that are referenced by the CSS. Which again, makes it real easy to be able to duplicate the skin framework, and then just start swapping out the bits that you need to, to customize the skin to work for you.
You could hand the skin framework to someone and say, "Make all the buttons blue, and all the tabs green." Someone could do that, and your look would just get updated with those changes. Again, trying to make it as easy for someone to come in with little or no understanding about what's going on, and begin to make changes to get them somewhere.
The way the look knows the name of the skin framework, so it knows how to reference those web server resources are through a property called skin framework. Right now, it's the name of the framework that contains it. So if you were to copy this, and change the name of the framework, you just need to change the name of this property, and then the look will pick it up.
I'm not sure whether any of you guys are aware of this, but, Direct to Web, the rules are cumulative. You can have, and you do have, multiple rule files. They come from the application, and then every framework that's used by the application, that imports the Direct to Web frameworks.
The skin framework has a set of rules that just modify the behavior of the skin, or are appropriate for the modifications supplied by the skin.
The Direct to Web framework has rules that are base rules for the components in the modern Direct to Web framework. The look framework has rules that set base rules for the pages. The application has rules that define the behavior for your application.
The movies demo application is based on the ER movies business logic. No, sorry. Yes, I think that's what it's called. The movies have business logic framework in Wonder. If it was your own business logic framework, then I would highly recommend that you put rules into that framework and link it against Direct to Web so that rules that...govern business rules for your entities would be in that framework.
Oftentimes you have an attribute, or you have an entity named Foo, and you really want it to be displayed to your users as bar. You would put those kind of things, those kind of rules into your business logic framework.
I try and keep my rules as close to the logic that they're informing as possible, so it makes sense to me so I can find them when I'm looking for them.
The fact that you have all those rule files however can make it difficult to actually figure out where the rule is that is governing certain behavior, or it's easy to lose that. Luckily the rule modeler has this thing called rule modeler groups, which are groups of rule files.
For instance, for the movies demo application these are the five rule files that inform its behavior. There's the rule file in the demo. There's the modern look rule file, the modern Direct to Web framework, the ER Direct to Web framework, and the Java Direct to Web framework. Oh, and I missed the skin, so there should be six. There should be a skin framework.
But that means that you can do things like, say I know that there's a rule that sets actions, which are those lists of buttons that show up in your lists. This allows me to see all of the rules that govern that actions key, and find where they live.
They're sorted by priority. The higher the priority, the...The highest priority takes precedence. You can see what the different rules are that result in that actions key having a value set to it. That makes it a lot easier to troubleshoot or identify what things are being set.
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